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What do Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Leonardo da Vinci, and Ray Kroc, the man who created
the McDonald's franchise enterprise, have in common? They have all mastered the skills of
creative genius-essential tools in today's business climate.Having researched the lives and
techniques of past and present geniuses for this inspiring and provocative new handbook,
Annette Moser-Wellman helps workers at all levels build and refine their working styles. These
qualities of creativity-drawn from the the realms of art, science, as well as business-make up the
five distinct "faces":Seer-the power to imageObserver-the power to notice detailsAlchemist-the
power to make connectionsFool-the power to celebrate weaknessSage-the power to
simplifyMoser-Wellman shows how we can utilize these creative thinking strategies and flourish
in the workplace.

From Publishers WeeklyMoser-Wellman, a Seattle consultant whose clients include Starbucks
and Coca-Cola, believes that creative genius is behind business success stories from
McDonald's to , and is a business's most valuable asset in times of great change. While
acknowledging that each of us expresses creativity differently, she argues that there are five
principles that the most successful creative thinkers have mastered and that the rest of us can
learn and profit from. In Moser-Wellman's rendering, these principles are types of "genius,"
embodied in the Seer, who can visualize a problem; the Observer, who meticulously notes
important details; the Alchemist, who can find connections between seemingly unrelated
domains; the Fool, who can find a breakthrough solution by persevering and turning weaknesses
into opportunities; and the Sage, who can find answers by reducing a problem to its simplest
form. To help readers identify their natural creative strengths, she provides a survey with 40
engaging questions (e.g., "If I were on the show Seinfeld, I would likely be cast as a) Jerry
Seinfeld b) Kramer"). Less a programmatic regimen than a provocative roster of creative
approaches, this compelling book offers plenty of insights for those open to them.Copyright
2001 Cahners Business Information, Inc.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Creativity and business have long enjoyed an uneasy alliance, with the latter more
dependent on the former than it usually cares to admit. In The Five Faces of Genius, however,
Annette Moser-Wellman builds a compelling case for creativity as the true force behind business
and lays out ways in which it can be harnessed to even greater advantage. Moser-Wellman,
president of a consulting firm that advocates just such an approach, breaks down the "thinking
skills" of inventive masters like Mozart and Da Vinci into five types--Seer, Observer, Alchemist,
Fool, and Sage--and then explains how readers can use the same processes in their own
careers. "I discovered that the creative mind is the same no matter where you find it," she writes.
"It took the same skills for Robert Frost to write a poem or for Bob Dylan to write a ballad as it did



for Howard Schultz to create the idea for the Starbucks empire."Following an exercise that helps
readers determine their own creative strengths and weaknesses, Moser-Wellman goes into
detail on each of her five traits and offers concrete suggestions for integrating them into the
corporate environment. As epitomized by Ray Kroc of McDonald's, for example, Seers can learn
to "create a plethora of possible business solutions and to predict the uncharted territory of their
industry and company." By combining real-world examples and implementation ideas with her
own incisive perspective, Moser-Wellman provides advice that should appeal to anyone who
believes there is more to a job than uninspired, rote behavior. --Howard Rothman--This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorAnnette Moser-Wellman is the
president of Firemark, Inc., a consulting and marketing firm whose clients include Coca-Cola,
Kraft Foods, and Hewlett Packard. She is a former director and vice president of Leo Burnett
Advertising and is a contributing writer for Brandweek magazine. She lives on Bainbridge Island,
Washington. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"It teaches people
about the nature of creativity and how to cultivate it." —Fast Company"Moser-Wellman has
given us five different perspectives from which to creatively tackle business challenges." —Carla
J. Paonessa, Managing Partner, Accenture --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From BooklistMoser-Wellman posits that the most valuable resource you can bring to
your work and to your employer is your creativity; it's your ideas that matter. The five paths to
ideas, she insists, are seer, observer, alchemist, fool, and sage. Seers see pictures in their
mind's eye, and these pictures become the impetus for ingenious ideas. Observers notice the
details of the world around them and collect them to construct a new idea. The alchemist brings
together separate domains--different ideas, disciplines, or systems of thought--and connects
them in a unique way to develop breakthrough ideas. The fool, she writes, has the power to
celebrate weakness, practicing three related skills: excelling at inversion, seeking the sense in
absurdity, and having unending perseverance. The sage uses the powers of simplification as the
primary means to inspiration. Sages reduce problems to their essence and in^B the process
create a very clever idea. Simplicity is their credo. Will all this work? The author is the president
of a consulting firm. It must work for her. George CohenCopyright © American Library
Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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IFinding the BusinessGenius Within

“It is my business to create.”—WILLIAM BLAKEHow did Albert Einstein get the idea for the
theory of relativity? What was Georgia O’Keeffe’s inspiration for her paintings? How did Andy
Grove create the computer giant Intel? Have you ever wondered how history’s best got their
ideas?Most of us believe geniuses are in a league of their own. What we don’t realize is that
these highly creative people use skills we all can learn. People aren’t genius; ideas are—and
each of us is capable of our own breakthrough ideas.Here are the thinking skills of some of the
most highly inventive people in history—Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Frank Lloyd Wright,
Leonardo da Vinci, and more. When you understand their path to ideas—how they developed
breakthroughs—you’ll be able to master your imagination in business. You will discover your
creative style—how your imagination operates and how to become an idea leader. You’ll learn to
be a more vital member of your team and to ensure that your ideas see the light of day within
your organization. You will discover the parts of you that are genius.Your company needs your
genius. We are in a business renaissance, and as in a renaissance, artists, scientists, poets, and
thinkers are at the forefront of change. They master possibility, paint on empty canvases, and
define the rules of the next age. To lead the changes in business today, you need to think like an
artist and master your imagination. Your currency is your ideas.Here’s how I learned the
importance of ideas. In the mid-1990s I was a successful manager at a world-renowned
advertising agency. Yet, I was looking toward the future and wanted to know how I could
accelerate my performance and advance within the company. A trusted colleague was on his
way to a new job and I asked him for some honest feedback. What I heard shocked me.“Jack, tell
me. What can I do to improve my work with the team?”“Well, Annette. You’re smart. You’re a
great manager. You get things done. But you are too focused on ‘strategy.’ You spend too much
time thinking about the problem. The team wants your creative solutions. What are your ideas?
You need to increase your facility with ideas.”Increase my facility with ideas? I couldn’t believe it!
I thought my imagination was pretty good—I’d been using it for years. But his words haunted me:
not “strategy,” but “ideas.” I had to admit, Jack was right. I often tried to understand, even argue,
about what needed to be done instead of how to create ideas to get there. How could I increase
the quality and quantity of my ideas at work? To be more successful at work, I would have to
learn to think more creatively.I decided to learn about creativity from the best. If I could
understand the mental architecture—the thinking skills—of the most highly creative people in
history, perhaps I could become more inventive at work. I could sit at the feet of genius and learn



to improve my business imagination. I began poring over the innovations of the most well-
respected artists, scientists, inventors, and business geniuses of history. With each one I asked,
“How did this mind make the contribution? What were the mental principles at work that led to
the breakthrough?”What I found inspired and changed me. I discovered that the creative mind is
the same no matter where you find it—in art, in dance, in science—even in business. It took the
same skills for Robert Frost to write a poem or for Bob Dylan to write a ballad as it did for
Howard Schultz to create the idea for the Starbucks empire or for Ray Kroc to reinvent American
dining when he franchised McDonald’s. The same tools of invention used by artists and
scientists to create their breakthroughs are used by business people to create breakthroughs in
industry. I had found where art meets business.I laid the examples of breakthroughs over my
desk. As I studied, five common principles of creativity emerged. I even gave them names so I
could remember them: the Seer, the Observer, the Alchemist, the Fool, and the Sage. I called
the framework the Five Faces of Genius: the mental architecture—the thinking skills—behind
some of the greatest contributions in history.I put the power of the Five Faces of Genius to work
at the agency, and the framework became my toolbox for creative thinking. Every time I began
working on a project or had to solve a problem, I’d run through the principles in my mind.
Immediately I felt the results. I started mastering ideas—sales ideas, marketing ideas, ideas for
my clients’ businesses, ideas for my firm’s business. I stopped worrying about smart answers
and started looking for creative answers. I began hearing the compliment, “You never come to
me without an idea.” I relied not just on my head but also on my intuition and ingenuity to solve
problems. I stopped living like a business manager and began living like an artist. I began to find
a part of the creative genius within me.As I shared the framework with friends, co-workers, and
colleagues, they immediately saw how the Five Faces of Genius would help them. I heard, “I
need to find a way to be more creative in what I do at work. Can you teach me?” I heard, “My
customer is not just paying for my service, they expect ideas, too.” Some told me “idea
development” was now a part of their performance evaluation. “I need to figure out how to be
more imaginative in my job.” My struggle wasn’t just my own. It was the same struggle for a
generation of other managers. The information economy had changed the landscape of
business, and more of us realized the importance of being an idea champion at work.Today, I am
the founder and president of a company called FireMark, which teaches business people to
think more creatively using the Five Faces of Genius. Our clients include such renowned and
diverse companies as Coca-Cola, Andersen Consulting, Kraft Foods, and Starbucks. My
company helps others use the skills to discover new ideas—the uncharted territory of the
business—and teaches them how to bring their imagination to work.In these pages you’ll find
skills to master breakthrough in the idea economy—how to navigate your imagination and find a
deeper energy for your work. A seminar participant says it best, “When I began to master all the
Five Faces of Genius skills, I found I had creative powers I never knew I had. Now when I get my
group together at work, say to come up with ways to grow our business, I ask the questions the
Faces would ask and it helps us dream big. I am enjoying being the ‘idea ambassador.’ My job is



much more fun and meaningful to me.”Now, some of you are saying, “But my management
doesn’t want imaginative solutions. I’m just expected to follow directions.” Or, “My job description
is about getting things done.” Or, “My team has good ideas; getting them through the
organization is the hardest part.” And this may be true. There is no denying that the organization
corrals innovation, but this is what I want you to know: The most valuable resource you bring to
your work and to your firm is your creativity. More than what you get done, more than the role you
play, more than your title, more than your “output”—it’s your ideas that matter. In a business
renaissance, when a leading firm can crumble in a minute (Boston Chicken) and another be
born in an instant (Ebook Library.com), even your firm needs business artists.To become a
business artist you don’t have to put toys in your office or shoot your colleagues with Nerf guns.
You don’t have to have the word “creative” in your title. You simply have to commit to finding your
genius within. You have a creative spirit worth nurturing. Dedicate yourself to discovering it.Get
ready for some of the most valuable skills you may ever learn. The Five Faces of Genius are the
raw rubrics of creativity, and once you know them you can apply them to your business
challenges. Principles that can help you master your life at work and even your life. We live in an
age of change. Don’t be a person who responds to change. Be the person who creates it.The
poet William Blake claimed it was his business to create. It is your business to create as well. It is
finally what you create, what you contribute, what you call into being at work, that will be your
personal legacy. And legacies are not just for artists, philosophers, or Nobel Prize winners alone.
A creative legacy is your birthright, too.You and I spend more time working than any other single
activity in our lives. Work is exactly the place that demands the most from us but often where we
expect the least. But when you pioneer creativity in your work, you find your creative spirit, and
you can transform your soul and change the lives of those around you. The world is waiting to
discover your genius. Begin here.

IIThe Five Faces of Genius

“Genius is at first the ability to receive discipline.”—GEORGE ELIOTThere’s a disease rampant
in most corporations. I call it the Hurry Scurry Syndrome. When confronted with challenges at
work, we either Hurry—try to fix it fast, put together a brainstorming session; or Scurry—
delegate the problem to a colleague, subordinate, consultant, or a committee. While trying to do
the right thing, we overlook the deepest resource of all—our imagination.Few of us have been
trained in imagination. Most of us stumble around in the dark when it comes to figuring out how
to navigate ideas and come up with creative solutions. As one manager confessed to me, “I
don’t have a clue how my imagination works.”When trying to understand my business
imagination, I researched and interviewed forty-five artists and scientists and fifty-two business
people. I found highly creative people are dedicated to ideas. They don’t rely on their talent
alone; they rely on their discipline. Their imagination is like a second skin. They know how to
manipulate it to its fullest.Here are the Five Faces of Genius—the five mental skills mastered by



history’s greatest. As I said, the mental architecture of breakthrough. To begin to understand
your imagination, see how you can recognize yourself in the following thinking styles. THE
SEER: THE POWER TO IMAGE Seers see pictures in their mind’s eye, and these pictures
become the impetus for ingenious ideas. In the same way that someone can imagine his team’s
final jump shot at the buzzer or how his living room would look with a new color of paint, highly
creative people use the skill of the seer to imagine new ideas. Seers are guided by the images in
their mind’s eye, visualize in great detail, and are able to manipulate these images along the way
to maximize their impact and expand their ideas. Mozart describes his Seer moment: “When I
am, as it were, completely myself, entirely alone, and of good cheer . . . Provided I am not
disturbed, my subject enlarges itself, becomes methodized and defined, and the whole, though
it be long, stands almost complete and finished in my mind so that I can survey it, like a fine
picture or a beautiful statue, at a glance.” The image leads to the breakthrough. THE
OBSERVER: THE POWER TO NOTICE DETAIL Observers notice the details of the world
around them and collect them to construct a new idea. They scan their environment for
interesting information and use this data to create breakthroughs. Observers stand in awe of the
world around them, and its beauty is a source of inspiration. They cherish the details and are
driven by their unrelenting curiosity. When Walt Disney took his young daughter to play in the
park, he noticed the details around him: the adults looked bored, the rides were run-down, and
the ride operators were unfriendly. He thought, “Wouldn’t it be fun if there was a place where kids
and adults could play together?” And from those initial observations he hatched the idea for his
theme parks. THE ALCHEMIST: THE POWER TO CONNECT DOMAINS Alchemists bring
together separate domains—different ideas, disciplines, or systems of thought—and connect
them in a unique way to develop breakthrough ideas. The Alchemists’ insights come from
borrowing or even stealing ideas. They are motivated to invent by a broad range of interests, and
they lead lives that connect work and play. The architect Frank Lloyd Wright created the most
original buildings in the history of American architecture by using the techniques of the
Alchemist. His genius was in marrying the design of the building with the nature of the site. With
their seamless integration, he created a breakthrough. THE FOOL: THE POWER TO
CELEBRATE WEAKNESS The most complex Face, the Fool celebrates weakness. Fools
practice three related skills: excelling at inversion, seeing the sense in absurdity, and having
unending perseverance. The Fool scientist Roy Plunkett was trying to come up with a new
configuration of a chlorofluorocarbon. He accidentally set a can of the chemical on the
laboratory radiator. When he found it in the morning, the chlorofluorocarbon had polymerized
and created a hard resistant surface on the bottom of the can. Instead of throwing it away and
calling it a failure, he analyzed the accident. This mishap was the birth of a new product called
Teflon. For the Fool, invention happens through redeeming weakness. THE SAGE: THE POWER
TO SIMPLIFY Sages use the power of simplification as the primary means to inspiration. They
reduce problems to their essence and in the process create an ingenious idea. Simplicity is their
credo. Also, Sages look to history as a source of creative insight. They honor the past and find



insights in what has happened before. One of the fathers of American photography, Alfred
Stieglitz, was a master Sage. Enchanted with Dutch painter Jan Vermeer, who painted some
three hundred years earlier, Stieglitz drew inspiration from Vermeer’s style and created entirely
new photographs based on the lessons he gleaned from Vermeer compositions.Identify Your
Creative Style: Your Face of GeniusThink now for a moment about how you get ideas. Do you
visualize solutions? Or try to simplify the problem to its essence? What works for you?Each of us
develops ideas using different creative styles. When you start to maneuver your imagination, to
pursue an idea, you begin in a uniquely personal way. Some of us pay attention to the first vision
that pops into our head. Others think of similar situations we’ve confronted and use that as a
starting block.The truth is most of us are a little like Pavlov’s dogs when it comes to our creative
styles. Because we’ve had some good results in the past, we push our “nose” of imagination
against the same spot to get a treat again and again. That’s how the habit starts.I call this the
“one creative skill” habit, and it is easy to recognize when we think about our colleagues and
how they approach problems. Do you have a co-worker who makes you laugh with his wild,
outrageous ideas? He may be relying on his Fool skills. Does your boss remember how she
solved similar problems at a former company? The Alchemist may be at work here. Most people
consistently start at the same place when coming up with their ideas. We get comfortable with
our own style and venturing away from it feels strange and awkward. Do you have a one-skill
habit?You can break the habit. When you become aware of how you navigate your imagination,
you can identify your primary creative skills and selectively add new ones. This is the heart of the
Five Faces of Genius model. Through the book I’ll be helping you identify your profile—which of
the Five Faces of Genius skills you use most. Then I will show you how to master all five. Highly
creative individuals use all Five Faces of Genius. By learning to supplement your dominant
creative style with the other Faces of Genius, you will develop a crucial portfolio of creative
thinking skills.The following quiz will help you discover how you are currently using your
imagination. Once you’ve completed the quiz, I’ll show you your skills within the Five Faces of
Genius framework. THE FIVE FACES OF GENIUS PROFILERPlease answer the questions
below. The most accurate results come when you move quickly through the questions and
answer with your first response. Try not to spend too much time on any one question. When
navigating in the car, I prefer tofollow a mapfollow written directions At parties, I am more likely
tobe a part of the actionwatch the action I learn more bytalking with othersstudying by myself I
would prefer to win an award forMost Likely to SucceedBest Sense of Humor I would rather
havea few fine clothesmany nice clothes When recalling a conversation, it is easier for me
tovisualize the sceneremember parts of a dialogue “I often find myself wondering why things are
the way they are.”This statement does not describe me.This statement describes me. People
seem to me to bemore similar than differentmore different than similar “I drive my friends crazy
with my sense of humor.This statement does not describe me.This statement describes me. I
am more likely to be interested in”historypsychology When I recall my childhood, Isee pictures in
my mind’s eyeremember stories When I find a small scratch on my car or furniture, I am more



likely toforget it quicklywonder how it happened I would prefer to knowsomething about many
areasa lot about one area “I find myself wondering what the opposite idea might be.”This
statement does not describe me.This statement describes me. I prefer toeditwrite When
describing the scene of an accident, I would tend tonarrate the picture in my mindchronicle
events I am more likely to beirritated by detailintrigued by detail I feel the subjects I studied in
school werevaluable to my professional careernot very valuable to my professional career “My
ideas are a little wacky compared to others.”This statement does not describe me.This
statement describes me. When conversing with others, I tend to appreciatebrevity of
thoughtnuance of thought “Once I see something in my head, it’s almost impossible for me to
forget it.”This statement describes me.This statement does not describe me. I would be more
interested inworking for a political campaignwriting political commentary I feel it is more
important topay attention to what is around mepay attention to what is within me “When I believe
in an idea, I will push it no matter what the cost.”This statement does not describe me.This
statement describes me. I prefersimple truthcomplex meaning “I often find myself ‘framing’ shots
I’d like to photograph.”This statement describes me.This statement does not describe me. “My
curiosity feels insatiable.”This statement does not describe me.This statement describes
me. When others speak, I often say in response, “That reminds me of . . .”This statement
describes me.This statement does not describe me. I like the phrase “Question authority.”I
disagree with this statement.I agree with this statement. “I like the minimalist approach.”This
statement describes me.This statement does not describe me. “I like to shut my eyes and see
the picture in my mind.”This statement describes me.This statement does not describe me.
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KP, “Informative and helpful. I found this book on a friend's bookshelf and loved it. I bought a
copy for myself along with 4 other copies for teachers at my school. We all read it together and
learned a lot about each other. The book helped me come up with fresh ideas how to move
forward with my school in a very inspiring way. I like exercises and questions so was delighted to
see them in this book - The Five Faces of Genius.”

Doug, “Imagine a book that could actually unlock your creative potential. Really enjoyed this
book. People talk about creativity and team building but rarely discuss how to align teams so
they are creative. This book provides both the theory and practice to do just that. The five faces
make sense and are backed up with great examples. I think the self quiz in my editions key was
messed up but you can figure out which faces you tend to leverage just from reading the
examples. I did personally think the "fool" was mis-labeled and should have been called "the
Maverick" but overall the faces convey unique creative approaches. Definitely think anyone in
advertising or marketing should read this book.”

christie, “The Genius of the Five Faces of Genius. As a rehabilitation physician, I am always
searching for new inspirations for my patients. I found one in Annette Moser-Wellman. Even her
name speaks to "Well"ness and healing!All my patients need to discover the spark within them;
the genius; the driving force that will motivate each of them to overcome adversity and disability;
to become able, again. Ms. Moser-Wellman's simple test of self-discovery is enlightening, both
for pointing out the reader's strengths as well as the weaknesses. In rehab, we are all about
improving strengths and controlling and overcoming weaknesses, and I will use this book as a
guide in my practice to motivate my patients.I strongly recommend this as required and
enjoyable reading for all my rehabilitation colleagues.”

tommyland, “Finally! Someone explaining this!. I am so thankful to have come across this book.
It helps me understand how creativity is tied to innovation, productivity, and results. I found that
my greatest strength was "The Fool" (earning 8 out of 8 points) while also scoring at least 5 out
of 8 on each of the other "faces." I will use this as a study guide so that I can better serve my
professional clients and in executive coaching. Nice work, Annette!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great for metacognition!. If you are interested in understanding your kind
of genius, this book is for you. The different faces are well articulated and the knowledge of the
distinctive attributes of each one is a good for metacognition. This book has helped several of
my students and friends discover more about themselves as learners. A must-read for those
who want to discover more about how their respective mind/genius is configured.”

N. Coppedge, “Real Genius Typology at Work. After interpreting the text for a little while, I



reached the conclusion that the author was trying to convey a hidden message, a message
related to computer programming. I wouldn’t give away the secret, except that the five types offer
a potentially trashy view of what it means to succeed. The five types really relate to (1) The
Parser, (2) Programming, (3) The Program, (4) Information, and (5) Consciousness. As
metaphorical as these seem, it is hard to divorce them from the concept of computer
programming, if that is what they are. Consciousness is the attempt to make the system
balanced, and is expressed erroneously as Simplicity. The somewhat easy translation from five
‘personalities’ to computer programming makes me think that a programmer wrote it, maybe
even Bill Gates. Not everyone succeeds in the book world, however, by virtue of his elite status
in society, Bill Gates would have a shot at it, even if he were to write pseudonymously.Anyway,
I’m not usually inspired on the subject of categories of genius: I’m even tempted to think this
author is right about every one of his ideas. Certainly the book seems nearly immune to criticism.
Since not all the titles are given literally, there is a lot of room for duplicity and under- or perhaps
over-translation, (the way some people see it). I have tried hard and in vain to find a similar book
(probably called the Two Faces of Genius, but I haven’t located it yet), which describes a
Innovator style, or else an Inspired style. I found that book more appealing as a real personality
system for geniuses, which is why I have given this book four stars instead of five. I also find the
distinction between the Seer type and the Sage type to be undifferentiated. Perhaps some of the
clarity was lost from previous editions? The author of the book on two faces of genius describes
Van Gogh as a typical innovator, because he produced many of his paintings later in life. This
possibly attracted the ire of those who saw Van Gogh as a ‘real genius’. However, the fact
remains that Van Gogh didn’t die young. He had that going for him. So I can see how that author
was writing with the idea that it’s genius to survive, which is a better than average idea of genius
---- ‘necessary genius’ --- which is a theory unto itself (many poets have written that their genius
comes ‘by necessity’ --- Roethke even writes that his genius was a kind of curse).Weighing
these two different books, I am tempted to come up with my own system of personality for
geniuses, without any hidden messages attached. I have also considered the gaming concept of
personality, which includes four or so functional types, and one destructive but ambitious type.
The gaming personalities give clues as to how thought modalities behave. So, one thing to
determine is the number of types, but another to determine simultaneously, is the type of content
that can be equated with genius. One technique to use is to borrow general over-arching
categories from other personality systems. So, from what I have mentioned here, there might be
a ‘programmer’ personality (that does anything a computer can do), and also a ‘gamer’
personality, that has the attribute of being appropriate for whatever is designed for them. These
choices have some major limitations, except going to Econ 101, so I will lean towards something
more original.I will then use categories I developed for what I call ‘The Diabolical Virtue Quiz’ ---
which has since been deleted from a free quiz site. There were sixteen major categories, and
only four questions on the quiz. However, the questions were weighed in such a way where the
types could be determined from them.The questions were: Zen vs. Hedonist, Builder vs.



Architect, Generalist vs. Specialist, and Eclectic vs. Practical. A choice would be made between
the first two, the second two, and the third two, and the fourth two, resulting in sixteen types, for
example, Zen-Architect-Specialist-Eclectic and Hedonist-Builder-Generalist-Practical. Options
could also be given to not pronounce any one of the distinctions, leading to partial types and
blank, undetermined types.In general, I can see the 5 Faces of Genius within the types, for
example:Zen-Architect-Specialist-Practical might be the Seer type (which I call The Parser), and
Zen-Builder-Specialist-Eclectic might be the Sage type (which I call Consciousness). Some of
my other types are under-represented in the author’s book. For example, Zen-Builder-Generalist-
Eclectic might correspond to child intelligence, and while Hedonist-Builder-Generalist-Eclectic
might refer to what the author calls a fool (and I call information), so too Hedonist-Builder-
Specialist-Eclectic might also be a fool in (her) system. It is also clear that my system offers
more types than (hers), which has the value of having more functions.”

Raju Mandhyan, “Not just genius but Zen-ius!. The HeART of Public Speaking: Mind Map your
way into the head, the heart and the humor behind Public Speaking

  
  
    Extremely creative a book. Not just genius but Zen-ius!”

Miz T, “interesting book. I ordered two of these as they were highly recommended. The author
presents different learning styles and helps you identify yours.”

Sonia, “Light read. I have read the book and although its a nice light read, I feel like it lacks in
telling me factual things a lot less than I expected.”

The book by Annette Moser-Wellman has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 26 people have provided
feedback.
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